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Hi, Im trying to modify the rules.ini for RA1. ... etc), and moved the Rules.ini file into the Command & Conquer Red Alert
folder in the C drive. ... I've realised they're only 2 soviet sides now, how do I switch a country from allied .... Rules.ini is not
included when you download Command & Conquer Remastered Edition from Steam. Luckily, Red Alert Archive still hosts
the .... Command & Conquer 2 : Red Alert 2 / Yuri's Revenge - Rules.ini - PC. Trainers, cheats, walkthrough, solutions, hints
for PC games, consoles and smartphones.. You can download it here (ini is for ra2 and md is for yuris revenge ... 2 points · 6
years ago. If you're just getting into modding, ... Enjoy what you like, but I think we can al agree that the red alert 3 main menu
music fucking slaps · Discussion.. INI. ; *** Red Alert 2: Yuri's Revenge Rules ***. ; If placed in game directory, it will
override built in values. Values to be used as multipliers. ; or percentages can .... unit/structure statistics, AI levels...) of Red
Alert 2 manually, you can download this text file and edit to your needs. Zip includes rules.ini and art.ini. Files. Name ....
Command and Conquer Red Alert 2 and Yuri's Revenge Expansion By Westwood Studios Rules.ini Editing FAQ Written by:
Kenny "Kenshi" .... Same as original Rules.ini, but for advanced users. It doesn't contains comments. Download. Aftrmath.ini, 2
kb.. 1) Visit the Ultimate Red Alert Archive and download the Rules. ini file · 2) Extract the Rules. ini file and place in the
CnCRemastered folder (to .... First of all - The Rules.ini file allows you to change virtually any aspect of Red ... If the number is
.1 originally then use .5 as your number rather than 1/2 or 0.5 or .... I am just sharing these files with you guys. Link:. For
Command & Conquer: Red Alert 2 on the PC, Rules.ini Editing FAQ by Kenshi.. Rules.ini is a configuration file that included
unit stats starting from Red Alert. ... Some special programs like TibEd or Red Alchemist are specialised in modifying these ...
Red Alert 2 INI files @ YR Arg; Yuri's Revenge INI files @ YR Argentina .... The rules.ini (naming variations for expansions)
is the core file of C&C modding. As indicated by the ... For any C&C game from Red Alert to Yuri's Revenge, this is the main
modification file. ... Red Alert 2, ra2.mix → local.mix.

Hi, I want to ask that are there any alternative ways to get units, buildings,... id without open the rules.ini files? Cause It seem
like I was able to .... Rules.ini is a configuration file that included unit stats starting from Red Alert. It allows easy modifications
because it was not hard-coded as in Tiberian Dawn.. Quick guide on how to add the Rules.ini file for Red Alert Remastered. ...
2) Extract the Rules.ini file and place in the CnCRemastered folder (to .... I am trying to solve the lag issues with win 10. And
all the forum sites says i need to edit the RA2.ini and RA2MD.ini files with the VideoBackBuffer=no fix. but cant .... You can
edit Red Alert 2 using TibEd 1.x. A tutorial on how to use TibEd 1.x can be found here. © 1999-2020 Van de Sande
Productions. Valid XHTML and CSS.. Game crashes if rules.ini is present , Googled for it and they had many ... only used the
Red Alert 2 and Yuri expansion rules.ini and rulesmd.ini
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